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UNDER 18’s TOILET BREAK POLICY 

Due to the nature of our incomplete building many sessions will take place a long distance from 

the toilet facilities in our temporary clubhouse or he portaloo outside the indoor courts. Because 

the unsupervised use of the toilet facilities would take a player out of the supervision and sight 

of the coach it is necessary for us to use the policy for safeguarding purposes.  

 

• Participants under the age of 18 who wish to go to the toilet during their session may 

only do so under one of the following supervisory conditions which should be used by 

preference in the following order: 

 

1. With their own parent or guardian. 

 

2. With an ARC approved and DBS checked coach or coaching 

assistant who will make sure that they always have sight of the toilet 

door whilst not being alone with the child in a private space. 

 

3. At the halfway point of the session, at which point the whole group will 

attend the toilet facilities accompanied by the coach. 

 

4. With the ARC approved and DBS checked coach who is leading the 

session. The lead coach will ask a coach on a neighbouring court to 

monitor the rest of the group as well as their own whilst the coach is 

off court. 

 

5. With the ARC approved and DBS checked coach who is leading the 

session. They will be sure to stand in a position where they can see 

both the toilet door and the rest of the group – this should be the last 

resort but must happen if none of the above steps are possible.  

 

If you would like to discuss our Under 18’s Toilet Break Policy please contact our Head Coach 

Tom Vinall – tom@atlanticracquetcentre.co.uk  
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